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tions and their large works had grown up before the purchase of the
patents by the Jebbs, the capital which was embarked in the business
was invested before 1880, and the silence of the Jebbs after 1880 did
not; in my opinion, beguile the American Company into a continua-
tion of the business 01' into renewed or a large expenditure.
The question in regard to the right of the plaintiff in a court of

equity and uuder its bills to an a.ccount of the profits or an assess-
ment of the damages which accrued prior to its ownership of the
patents remains to be considered. .The claims for profits or dam-
ages arising from infringements prior to the plaintiff's purchase a.re
choses in action, and the assignee takes the title subject to t\ll the
equities existing against the assignors. Such claims do not pass by
a mere assignment of the patent. In these bills there are no aver-
ments that the plaintiff is the owner of such claims. The title to the
patents only, through the various assignments, is alleged, but the
allegation of an assignment of the patent is not an allegation ofa.n
assignment of claims for past infringement. The prayer.is for an
accounting of the profits derived from a violation of the pla.intiff's
rights, and that there may be assessed the damages which the plain·
tiff has sustained by reason of the infringement. The bills neithel
show titlEl in the plaintiff to the rights of recovery for past infringe-
ment, nor pray for an accounting to ascertain the amount which was
due upon them, and no foundation was laid for a decree in regard to
this class' of claims. Had there been the necessary averments, I·
should have considered with care the question whether, nnder the
circumstances of these cases, a court of equity ought to decree aT
account for the profits, or au assessment of the damages which ae
crued prior to the plaintiff's purchase of the patents, except in respect
to patent No. 137,911. .
Let there be a decree for an injunction against .the respective de·

fendants against the infringements of the third claim of patent No.
65,664, of patent No. 81,888, twd of patent No. 137,911, and for al
accounting in respect to the unlawful use of said patents since Octo
ber 13, 1881; the terms of the decree to be settled upon hearing, i1
desired.
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PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-REISSUE No. 6,531.
Reissued patent No. 6,531, granted to William C. Barker on the sixth day of

July, 1875, for" an improvement in buckets for chain-pumps," held valid, and
infringed by buckets for chain-pumps constructed as described in letters patent
No. 158,534, granted January 5, 1875.

In Equity.
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George E. Buckley, for plaintiff.
Walter L. Dailey, for defendant.
BLaTCHFORD, J. This suit is brought on reissued letters pittent No.

6,531, granted to the plaintJ1I, July 6, 1875, for an "improvement in
buckets for chain-pumps," the original letters patent having been
issued to the plaintiff, June 20, 1871, and having been reissued to
him, May 19,1874. It is the same patent which was passed upon by
thjs court in Barker v. Stowe, 15 Blatchf. C. C. 49. The specification
is set forth in the report of that case. The defendant in that case,
Deloraine F. Stowe, had made and sold buckets for chain-pumps,
described in letters patent granted to him February 23, 1875, for an
"improvement in buckets for chain.pumps." It was held that he
had infringed claims 1 and 2 of No. 6,531; but the bill was dis-
missed on the ground that both of those claims were anticipated by
pump-buckets constructed by one Orin O. Witherell prior to the plain-
tiff's invention.
In respect to claim 1, Witherell, on his examination as a witness

in that suit, introduced an exhibit, A, as representing a form of
bucket which he made and sold for five months in the year 1866.
It was said of that exhibit, in the decision in that suit:
" It has a thin India-rubber disk placed loosely above a metal disk, and the

edge of the rubber disk forms a flange, which extends downwards and em-
braces part of the depth of the metal disk. The rubber disk has a hole in
the center, through which a metal eye, fastened to the upper part of the
metal disk, passes. He testifies that the settling down of the chain, when
the pumping was stopped, allowed the water above to escape through the
hole in the center of the rubber disk. * * * Witherell testifies that he
put the buckets, like Exhibit A, particularly into worn pump tubes, which
had only the metal plate buckets; that between April and August, 1866, he
put buckets like Exhibit A into bet ween 50 and 100 wells, mostly in the
south-eastern part of New Hampshire; that he saw one of such pumps in
successful operation with them as late as 1869; that he never used less than
three of such buckets for a well, and seldom more of them: that he never
knew any of them to freeze; that the hack 11I0tion of the chain, after pump-

was stopped, was sutlicient, even when a ratchet was used, to open a
central space between the rubber and the metal plate, the rubber adhering
to the sides of the pump tuhe, and allowing the water to escape down through
the center; that he used the buckets like Exhibit A for the purpose of fitting
closely in the tube, so as to cause suction; and that he generally succeeded in
establishing a suction, unless the tube was too much worn or defective.
There is no tefltimony in contradietion of this, or throwing doubt upon the
truth of the facts testified to by Witherell, or showing that buckets like Ex-
hibit A would not operate as he testifies. Exhibit A shows an elastic bucket
for a chain-pump, adapted to fit and work in the bore of a pump-tube, to raise
water by suction, and provided with a suitable orifice or olltlet, through which
the water remaining in the pump-tUbe above the bucket can escape down to
the source of supply. * * * It appears to have been a sl)ecessful, prac-
tical working apparatus. If it was an elastic suction-bucket with a drip, it
is of no consequence whether Witherell devised it primarily, with a view to
the drip, or not; nor is it of any consequence that the hole for the link served
also as a drip-hole. If it allowed the water to escape, it would do so as effect-
ually as the extra passage in the plailllifl's bucket. It may be, perhaps, that
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the plaintiff is entitled to some claim in respect to a drip orifice in an elastic
suction-bucket; but, in view of the Witherell Exhibit A, the first claim of
the plaintiff's' patent is too broad, and is invalid."
In respect io claim 2, Witberell introduced in that case another

form of bucket made by him, Exhibit B. Ii was said of that Exhibit,
in the decision in that suit:
"He testifies that he made and sold buckets like Exhibit B, after he made

them like Exhibit A, and from the fall of 1866 until the fall of 1873. Ex·
hibit B has n .rubber disk compressed between two metal plates by a screw
and a nut. By lubricating with oil the iron washer on the lower face of tbe
disk, the lower part of the disk was caused to expand more than the upper
part, so as to give to the lower part a bearing edge, with the part above ill re-
ceding from it inwards. Exhibit B shows such construction. He says that·
he never used less than three of Exhibit B for a set, and seldom more: that
his practice was to have the buoket fit as' cloilely as possibly, and not have
the pump work too hard; that the object of the beveled edge was. to have
the rubber slide easily over any roughness ih the tube; that the bucket
operated both by lifting and suction; that, when the bucket fitted closely, it
resisted the downward run of the chain; that he set them close enough, by
expansion, to draw the water lip readily, and yet leave room for the water.to
pass back on the inside of the tube; that the water in the tube, with Exhibit B,
lleverfroze, When the bucket was properly adjusted; that hemade a considerable
number with,the bearing edge like Exhibit B; and that he used that form in
tubes that were too large to be filled by expanding the disk equally from both
of its faces. This Exhibit B is a solid elastic bucket, having an elastic-bearing
edge, and its upper portion convex from said edge. whereby the bucket will
readily yield to any irregularities in the pump-tube, and admit of its being
easily drawn up, while, at the same time, it will resist moving down-
ward. It answers exactly the second claim of the plaintiff's patent. A. pro-
vision for the esqape of the water is no part of the second claim, and the elastic-
bearing edge is no part of the first claim. Although Exhibit A has,no elastic-
bearing edge, it anticipates the first· claim; and although Exhibit B has no
water escape, it anticipates the second claim."
The answer in the present case denies infringement, and sets up

tbat the buckets for chain-pnmps which the defendant has mOOe,
used, and sold are secured to him by letters patent granted to him,
No. 158,534, dated January 5,1875. It also sets upwa.ntof novelty
and various anticipations. One of them is that of Witherell,
It also alleges that tbe reissue sued on contains matters of substance
not embraced in the original patent.
In the Stowe Case it was alleged that matter was found in the re-

issue which was not in the original patent of 1871, but the court
said: "The drawings are identical, and there is nothing either in the
specification or the claims of the reissue which is not justified by
what is found in the description or drawings of the original patent.

is shown to change this view, and the original patent,is not
put in evidence in this suit.
The structure presented by the plaintiff as the infringement is.

known as "Lovell Exhibit 1." The same structure is represented by
"Defendant's Exhibit 1." It bas no drip-notch. It is constructed in
accordance with the description in No. 158,534. It consists of a
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ringed bolt or eye.bolt, which passes through an upper metal plate
the extension beyond suoh plate having a male screw-thread cut on
it, and passing through an India-rubber disk and into a female screw-
thread cut in another and lower met.al plate, to which a loop or eYI
or ring is affixed. The two parts are centered when8(Jrewed togetheI
Each of the two plates is convex on its inner face, towards the rubbl
disk, and the disk is slightly concave on each of its opposite UPPI.
and lower faces.. '.1.'he disk can be expanded ciroomferentially in al
outward direction, by sorewing up the lower plate. The disk is solie
The lower part of its ciroumferenoe, for a distance of perhaps al
eighth of an inoh upwards from the lower edge, is beveled outwardf
very slightly, and then its outer face slopes upward and inward 81
an angle of Bome 508 to 608, with its base to its upper concave face
such slope being, in superficial upward length, about half an inch
The claim of No. 158,534 is to a combination of all the parts making
up the structure.
Claims 1 and 2 of No. 6,531, are those which are alleged to havt;

been infringed. They are as follows:
"I. An elastio bucket for chain-pumps, adapted to fit and work in the

of a pump-tube. to raise the water by suction. provided with a Buitable orifici'
or outlet through which the water remaining in the pump-tu1)e ·above till'
bucket is allowed to escape down to the source of supply, substantia.lly as and
for the purpose set forth. 2. A solid elastic bucket, haVing an elastic-bearil1g
edge, and its upper portion convex or contracted from said edge, whereby thl:
llUcket will readily yield to any il'l'egularities in the pump-tUbe, and admit of
its being easily drawn up, while at the same time it will resist moving down-
wards, substantially as and for the purposespecifled."
On the. question of infringement the defendant testifies that his

bucket raises water "by lifting and not by suction particUlarly;" that
it works on the same principle as the old metallic bucket; that he
always makes his buokets "to fit loosely in the tube;" that a Ii-inch
bucket of his can be expanded, by compressing the rubber between
the plates, 80 as to fita Ii-inch tubing; and that, after pumping with
his bucket, the water runs back down the tube to the sonrce uf sup-
ply through the space around the bucket, because that fits loosely in
the tubing and is smaller ,than the bore. ,It is contended for the de-
fendant that his bucket is not a solid elastic bucket, within the mean-
ing ofNo.·6,531; that it does not assume the shape of a cone; and
that it will operate equally well with; either surfaoe upward. The evi-
dence is entirely satisfactory that the -defendant's bucket iJ;lfringes
claim 2 of No. 6,531. It is a solid bucket, and has an elastic-
bearing edge, and has its upper po;rtion convex or contracted from
saill edge, and thereby the bucket will readily yield to any irregulari-
ties in the pump-tube, it can be eusHy. drawn up while',at the
saine,time it \viII resist moving dowmy,a,rd. The speoification and
claim of No. 158,534 show that the}:!Ucket is intended for use. with
the smaller surface of the rubber disk uppermost. The witness Riker
shows that this is'so. It also appears that the defendant's buckets sent
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out by him to be put in were putiti· 80 as ,to fit tightly in the; ttibe
and draw water by suction, andwere put in with the smaller end-of

rubber disk uppermost, and had drip-notches cut in them when
set. If they fit tight and draw water by suction, the drip-notch is a
necessity, if there is danger of freezing. It must therefore be held
that infringement of claim 1 also is shown. .
The evidence of Witherell is not produced in this suit. In regard

to Witherell's testimony in tbe former suit against Stowe, respecting
structures anticipating claim 1 of No. 6,531, it was said, in the decis-
ion in that suit, that there was in that suit notestimollY contradict-
ing "'itherell, or throwing doubt on the truth of the facts testified to
by him, or showing that a bucket like Exhibit A in that suit would
not operate as Witherell testified it would. In the present suit, five
witnesses have been examined on the part of defendant, namely,
Waite, Bostwick, Smith. Wardell, and Reed, to show want of novelty
in claims 1 and 2. The answer does not set up prior knowledge .or
use by any of them. But it is doubtful whether the record contains any
objection on that ground to the testimony of any of them. Their
evidence will therefore be considered.
The most that the evidence shows is the use, not in new pump-

tubes, but in worn pumb-tubes, of a flat, thin cylindrical disk of rub-
ber, slipped over the loop of the chain and lying flat on the
button, to compensate for the wear which had taken place in the tube
by the rubbing of the metal button. The rubber disks were not used
in a new cylindrical bore, but only in bores which had become of oval
or irregular shape. and which were worn more irregularly for a dis-
tance at the top and the bottom of their length than at the middle
thereof. These disks were not the elastic bucket of claim 1 of No.
6,531, fitting so as to operate by suction. The cylindrical rubber disk
could not fit any bore that was not cylindrical. and could not operate
by suction in a bortl that was not cylindrical. It was as much of a
lifting button as. the metal button. and it could not operate by sue-
tion in the. bore· anymore than the non-fitting metal
button could in a bore either cylindrical or non-cylindrical. Of course,
if these rubber disks did not fit the bore they did not have the drip-
notch of claim 1 of the plaintiff. The evidence in the present case
as to the prior structures is very different from that in the former case
against Stowe. It now appears clearly that, in a wooden pump-tube,
originally cylindrical, but worn by the use of cylindrical metal but-
tons on a chain, a cylindrical rubber disk will not operate by suction,
and the water will escape back around the edge of the disk, because
the wear is not uniformly annular, and if the rubber disk be cut non-
cylindrical, but oval, to suit an oval wear, it will, in going up and down,
cross the oval and become jammed.
The thin fiat disks referred to are not the solid elastic bucket, with

an elastic.bearing edge, and its upper portion convex or contracted
from said edge, required by claim 2 of No. 6,531. Defendant's Ex-
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hibit No. S is the only approach towards such a structure, but it was
used only experimentally.
The patent No. 19,173, granted to Marvin, January 19, 1858, on

the invention of Horton, does not show what is found in claims 1 and
2 of No. 6,531, and in the defendant's bucket. It has only leather
and not India-rubber or other similarly elastic material. This patent
was not mentioned in the answer, and its introduction in evidence
was objected to on that ground.
It is stated in the defendant's brief that the Witherell exhibits in

the former case against Stowe are, by stipulation, made evidence in
this case. I find no such stipUlation. The only stipulation I find in
the record, on the subject, is one that the certified copies of United
States letters patent made exhibits and filed in the former case against
Stowe be used for this case. Morever, plaintiff's Exhibit 13 was of-
fered.in evidence by the plaintiff as a rubber disk of Witherell, (and
it appears to be like what is above described to be Exhibit A of With-
erell in the former case against Stowe,) and its introduction was ob-
jected to b.y the defendant on the ground that at the stage of the
case at which it was offered it was not rebutting evidence. The ob.
jection was valid. The defendant then went on to give notice that
he would produce and read at the hearing the evidence of Witherell
takfln in the former suit against stowe and the exhibits. To this the
plaintiff entered an objection, on the ground that the matter was ir-
relevant,and could not, under any circumstances, form any part of
the record in this suit. This objection was valid. Moreover, the
said.evidence of Witherell has not produced by either party;
and so Exhibit No. 13 has no place in this case as evidence of a prior
structure.
It is proper to say that, on objections taken by the defendant and

appearing on.the record, and insisted on by him at the hearing, I have
rejected the following parts of the testimony for the plaintiff: The
question at page 12, folio 17, "Q.;;Has not," etc., and the answer;
Exhibit 100£ Exhibit 11 of' plaintijf; and the evidence
as to the contents of a lioense from the plaintiff to the defendant and
one Colwell.
.Thera must be the usual decree for the plaintiff.
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PATENTS FOR INVENTIONs-APPLICATIONS FOR THE SAME lNVENTION.
The plaintiff adjudged to be the first inventor of an " improvement in India-

rubber erasers," for which letters patent No. 167,455, dated September 7,1875,
were granted to him, as against letters patent for the flame invention, No.
233,511, granted to one Holton, October 19, 1880.
See Lockwood v. Uutter l'oweT 00. 11 FED. REP. 724; Sama v. OlefJaland, 18

FED. REP. 37.

In Equity.
Browne, Holmes rJ: Browne, for complainant.
Allen, Hemenway rJ: Savage,for defendant.
Before LOWELL and NELSON, JJ. ,
LOWELL, J. The complainant has a patent, No. 167,455, dated Sep-

tember 7, 1875, for an "improvement on India-rubber erasers," and
Francis H. Holton in 1877 applied for a patent for the same inven-
tion, and after a hearing upon interference with the present complain-
ant, and several appeals, a patent was granted to Holton, October 19,
1880, No. 233,511. The case .was found by the patent-office to be a
difficult one. The primary examiner adjudged Holton to be the first
inventor, and entitled to a patent. The board of examiners in chief
decided that if Holton was'the first inventor he had notused due dili-
gence in perfecting and patenting his inventio.n, and that Lockwood
had p'ut the invention into public use some days more than two years
before Holton applied for his patent. The commissioner of patents
held that Holton was the first inventor, but that he had ,permitted the
invention to go into public use for more than two years before his ap-
plication. The supreme court of the District of Columbia reversed
this decision and ordered the patent to issue to Holton. The opinion
of the court is not given in the record, but it is plain that three dif·
erent coltclusions were arrived at by four able and competent author-
ities, the last of which came back to the opinion of the primary ex-
aminer. '
The case was before us last year, and we expressed the opinion that

one of the defenses was not made out, but as a case had been pend.
'ing for some time in the district of New between the ,complain-
ant and the owner of Holton's patent, we thought best· to ooquire the
complainant to prosecute that Buit, which was between the principal
parties representing the hostile patents, rather than to deoide this
caSE: begnn later, in which the.defendant company merely sold the
goods which were made under Holton's patent. Lockwood v. Gutter
Tower Go. 11 FED. REP. 724. The case in New Jersey has now been
decided by Judge NIXON upon the same evidence which is before us.
He holds that Lockwood was the first inventor, and that Holton's
patent is void. Lockwood v. Cleveland, 18 FED. REP. 37. We have


